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shall pronounce that dreadful sentence, " Depart
from me, ye cursed, into everlasting fire prepared for
the devil and his angels.'1
Is it possible that these declarations should not
strike terror, or at least excite serious and fearful
apprehension in the lightest and most inconsiderate
mind ? But the imaginations of men are fatally
prone to suggest to them fallacious hopes in the very
tiice of these positive declarations. " We cannot
persuade ourselves that God will in fact prove so
severe.1" It was the very delusion to which our first
parents listened; 4f Ye shall not surely die.*"
Let me ask these rash men, who are thus disposed
to trifle with their immortal interests,   had they
lived in the antediluvian world,  would they have
conceived it possible that Grod would then execute
his predicted threatening ?   Yet the event took place
at the appointed time; the flood came and swept
them all away :  and this awful instance of the anger
of G-od against sin, is related in the inspired writings
for our instruction.    Still more to rouse us to atten-
tion, the record is impressed in indelible characters
on the solid substance of the very globe we inhabit;
which thus, in every country upon earth, furnishes
practical attestations to the truth of the sacred writ-
ings  and to the  actual accomplishment  of their
awful predictions.    For myself I must declare, that
I never can read without awe the passage in which
our Saviour is speaking of the state of the world at
the time of this memorable event.    The wickedness
of men is represented to have been great and pre-
valent : yet not, as we are ready to conceive, such
as to interrupt the course, and shake the very frame
of society.    The general face of things was, perhaps,
not very different from that which is exhibited in
many of the European nations.    It was a selfish,
a luxurious,  an irreligious^ and   an inconsiderate

